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Musicals / Concerts

So much happened before Dorothy dropped in. Wicked, 
the Broadway sensation, looks at what happened 
in the Land of Oz…but from a different angle. Long 
before Dorothy arrives, there is another girl, born with 
emerald-green skin—smart, fiery, misunderstood and 
possessing an extraordinary talent. When she meets 
a bubbly blonde who is exceptionally popular, their 
initial rivalry turns into the unlikeliest of friendships… 
until the world decides to call one “good,” and the 
other one “wicked.” From the first electrifying note to 
the final breathtaking moment, Wicked—the untold 
true story of the Witches of Oz—transfixes audiences 
with its wildly inventive story. It will send your spirits 
soaring to heights you’ll never forget.

He is one of the greatest entertainers of all time. Now, 
Michael Jackson’s unique and unparalleled artistry 
has finally arrived on Broadway in a brand-new 
musical. Centered around the making of his 1992 
Dangerous World Tour, and created by Tony Award®- 
winning Director / Choreographer Christopher 
Wheeldon and two-time Pulitzer Prize winner Lynn 
Nottage, MJ goes beyond the singular moves and 
signature sound of the star, offering a rare look at the 
creative mind and collaborative spirit that catapulted 
Jackson into legendary status.

Turn it up, Broadway — MJ is here!

Spanning three decades in the entertainment 
business, Merrily We Roll Along charts the turbulent 
relationship between composer Franklin Shepard 
and his two lifelong friends—writer Mary and lyricist 
& playwright Charley. An inventive cult-classic ahead 
of its time, Merrily We Roll Along features some of 
Stephen Sondheim’s most celebrated and personal 
songs. Maria Friedman first directed the musical at 
London’s Menier Chocolate Factory–a production 
that subsequently transferred to the Harold Pinter 
Theatre, where it garnered the most five-star reviews 
in West End history before going on to win the Olivier 
Award for Best Musical Revival.

From the creative team behind the Tony Award-
winning In The Heights comes a wildly inventive new 
musical about the scrappy young immigrant who 
forever changed America: Alexander Hamilton.

Tony, Grammy, and Emmy Award winner Lin-Manuel 
Miranda wields his pen and takes the stage as the 
unlikely founding father determined to make his 
mark on a new nation as hungry and ambitious as he 
is. From bastard orphan to Washington’s right-hand 
man, rebel to war hero, loving husband caught in the 
country’s first sex scandal to Treasury head who made 
an untrusting world believe in the American economy, 
Hamilton is an exploration of a political mastermind.

Feel the joy. Feel the thrill. Feel alive... at The Lion King.

Experience the stunning artistry, the unforgettable 
music and the exhilarating choreography of this 
musical theater phenomenon—one of the most awe-
inspiring productions ever brought to life on stage. 
A remarkable tale of hope and adventure, The Lion 
King has found its way into the hearts of millions. As 
The New York Times says, “There is simply nothing 
else like it.” Winner of six Tony Awards® including 
Best Musical, Disney’s The Lion King showcases the 
talents of one of the most acclaimed creative teams 
on Broadway.

Pick of  the Month Suitable for Children

Lovingly ripped from the film classic, Monty Python 
and the Holy Grail, Spamalot has everything that makes 
a great knight at the theatre, from flying cows to killer 
rabbits, British royalty to French taunters, dancing girls, 
rubbery shrubbery, and of course, the lady of the lake. 
Spamalot features well-known song titles such as 
“Always Look on the Bright Side of Life,” “The Song That 
Goes Like This,” “Find Your Grail” and more that have 
become beloved classics in the musical theatre canon. 
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Musicals / Concerts Pick of  the Month Suitable for Children

Discover a whole new world at Aladdin, the hit 
Broadway musical. From the producer of The Lion 
King comes the timeless story of Aladdin, a thrilling 
new production filled with unforgettable beauty, 
magic, comedy and breathtaking spectacle. It’s 
an extraordinary theatrical event where one lamp 
and three wishes make the possibilities infinite. 
The musical is a Disney classic for a good reason: 
the score is packed with an upbeat sound that gets 
everyone up and moving. And if you’re looking for a 
show-stopping moment, wait until you see the magic 
carpet ride. It’s a beautiful and captivating moment 
in the show.

Come on, Babe! If you’re looking for razzle-dazzle 
entertainment… If you’re looking for a night out at the 
theater you’ll remember for years to come… If you’re 
looking for pure Broadway… then look no further than 
Chicago! But the hottest place to experience it is on 
Broadway. There’s always someone fabulous center 
stage. Whether you’re looking for your first Broadway 
musical… whether you’ve seen the Academy Award®-
winning film and want to experience the show live on 
stage… or whether you’ve seen it before and want 
to recapture the magic, Chicago always delivers. 
Chicago is a classic. It’s the show you can always 
count on to give you the thrills and memories that 
only come from seeing a Broadway musical.

Transport yourself to the opulent world of the 1920s 
as one of the greatest American novels hits the 
greatest American stage. Starring Jeremy Jordan 
(Newsies) as the eccentric and mysterious millionaire 
Jay Gatsby and Eva Noblezada (Hadestown) as the 
enigmatic Daisy Buchanan, THE GREAT GATSBY 
arrives on Broadway after a record-shattering, sold-
out run at Paper Mill Playhouse. Directed by Marc 
Bruni (Beautiful: The Carole King Musical), this story 
of extravagance and longing features choreography 
by Dominique Kelley (So You Think You Can Dance), 
a book by Kait Kerrigan (The Mad Ones) and a jazz- 
and pop-influenced original score by Jason Howland 
(Little Women) and Nathan Tysen (Paradise Square). 
 

Pop the champagne, Moulin Rouge! The Musical is the 
winner of 10 Tony Awards® — including Best Musical!

Enter a world of splendor and romance, of eye-popping 
excess, of glitz, grandeur, and glory! A world where 
Bohemians and aristocrats rub elbows and revel in 
electrifying enchantment. Welcome to Moulin Rouge! 
The Musical! Baz Luhrmann’s revolutionary film comes 
to life onstage, remixed in a new musical mash-up 
extravaganza. Directed by Tony Award winner Alex 
Timbers, Moulin Rouge! The Musical is a theatrical 
celebration of Truth, Beauty, Freedom, and — above 
all — Love.

The Book of Mormon is hilarious, smart, and full of 
surprises. The story follows two Mormon missionaries 
who are sent to Uganda to convert the locals. But 
they soon find out that the task is not as easy as they 
thought it would be. The show’s clever humor and big 
musical numbers keep audiences entertained from 
start to finish. The Book of Mormon is written and 
directed by Trey Parker and Matt Stone, the creators 
of the hit TV show “South Park,” two unique creative 
geniuses who bring a new voice to Broadway that 
should not be missed.

In Tulsa, Oklahoma, 1967, the hardened hearts and 
aching souls of Ponyboy Curtis, Johnny Cade and their 
chosen family of ‘outsiders’ are in a fight for survival and 
a quest for purpose in a world that may never accept 
them. A story of the bonds that brothers share and 
the hopes we all hold on to, this gripping new musical 
reinvigorates the timeless tale of ‘haves and have nots’, 
of protecting what’s yours and fighting for what could be. 
 
Opening: Apr 11, 2024
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Musicals / Concerts Pick of  the Month Suitable for Children

Hadestown intertwines two mythic tales — that of 
young dreamers Orpheus and Eurydice, and that of 
King Hades and his wife Persephone — as it invites 
you on a hell-raising journey to the underworld and 
back. Mitchell’s beguiling melodies and Chavkin’s 
poetic imagination pit industry against nature, doubt 
against faith, and fear against love. Performed by 
a vibrant ensemble of actors, dancers and singers, 
Hadestown is a haunting and hopeful theatrical 
experience that grabs you and never lets go.

One of the world’s greatest artists deserves the world’s 
biggest stage: LEMPICKA comes to Broadway, following 
critically acclaimed, sold-out runs at the Williamstown 
Theatre Festival and the La Jolla Playhouse. From the 
Tony Award®-winning director of HADESTOWN and 
starring Eden Espinosa, this New York Times Critic’s 
Pick is a sweeping musical portrait of a woman who 
changed art and culture forever. Spanning decades 
of political and personal turmoil and told through a 
thrilling, pop-infused score, LEMPICKA boldly explores 
the contradictions of a world in crisis, a woman ahead 
of her era, and an artist whose time has finally come.

Stephen Sondheim and Hugh Wheeler’s landmark 
musical tells the tale of a resourceful pie shop owner 
and a vengeful barber out for blood. After he’s sent 
away by a corrupt judge, Sweeney returns to London 
years later seeking his long-lost family, and forms an 
unlikely partnership with Mrs. Lovett, who serves up 
pies underneath his former shop. Together, they wreak 
havoc on Fleet Street and serve up the hottest – and 
most unsettling – pies in London.

& Juliet flips the script on the greatest love story ever 
told, imagining what would happen next if Juliet hadn’t 
ended it all over Romeo, and got a second chance at 
life and love – on her terms. Juliet’s new story bursts to 
life through a playlist of pop anthems as iconic as her 
name, all written by Max Martin and his collaborators, 
including “Since U Been Gone,” “Roar,” “Baby One More 
Time,” “Larger Than Life,” “That’s The Way It Is,” “Can’t 
Stop the Feeling,” and many more.

The new original musical SIX is the global sensation 
that everyone is losing their head over.

Divorced, beheaded, died, divorced, beheaded, 
survived.

From Tudor Queens to Pop Princesses, the SIX wives 
of Henry VIII take the mic to remix five hundred years 
of historical heartbreak into an exuberant celebration 
of 21st century girl power! The New York Times says 
SIX is “pure entertainment!” and Evening Standard 
hails SIX as “the most uplifting new British musical I 
have ever had the privilege to watch.”

Allie and Noah, both from different worlds, share a lifetime 
of love despite the forces that threaten to pull them apart. 
With a book that has sold millions of copies worldwide 
and a film that’s one of the highest-grossing romantic 
dramas of all-time, the musical adaptation of Nicholas 
Sparks’s The Notebook comes to Broadway following 
a critically acclaimed world premiere engagement 
at Chicago Shakespeare Theater in the fall of 2022. 
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Musicals / Concerts Pick of  the Month Suitable for Children

Get amped! The Heart of Rock and Roll - the new 
musical comedy inspired by the timeless hits of Huey 
Lewis and The News - is coming to Broadway with a 
rhythm that’ll drive you wild. Step into an era when 
the airwaves sizzled and bands with platinum dreams 
rocked every dive bar. A raucous rom-com wrapped in 
pure musical joy, The Heart of Rock and Roll centers 
on a couple of thirty-somethings who know exactly 
what they want from life—until they find each other. 
It’s going to take “The Power of Love” — and a little 
help from their friends — to show them the way. 

The story of the legendary Neil Diamond comes to 
life on stage in the uplifting new Broadway musical, 
Beautiful Noise, featuring all his hit songs including 
“Sweet Caroline,” “America,” and “Cracklin’ Rosie.”

Directed by Tony Award winner Michael Mayer 
(Spring Awakening, Hedwig and the Angry Inch), 
choreographed by Olivier Award winner Steven 
Hoggett (Once, Harry Potter and the Cursed Child), 
and written by four-time Academy Award nominee 
Anthony McCarten (Bohemian Rhapsody, The Two 
Popes), A Beautiful Noise explores the life of a rock 
icon through the music that made him “a national 
treasure” (The Los Angeles Times). Good times never 
seemed so good.

The most celebrated new musical of the season, 
Kimberly Akimbo is “Broadway’s next hot ticket!” 
(Variety), “a funny, big-hearted new musical!” 
(Hollywood Reporter)

In the “funny, moving, and powerful “ (New York 
Times) new musical Kimberly Akimbo, Kim is a bright 
and funny Jersey teen, who happens to look like a 
72-year-old lady. And yet her aging disease may be 
the least of her problems. Forced to maneuver family 
secrets, borderline personalities, and possible felony 
charges, Kim is determined to find happiness in a 
world where not even time is on her side.

Following a sold-out, extended run at The 
Public Theater, Suffs arrives on Broadway next 
spring — and not a moment too soon. From 
the singular mind of Shaina Taub, this epic new 
musical boldly explores the victories and failures 
of a struggle for equality that’s far from over. 
 
It’s 1913 and the women’s movement is heating up 
in America, anchored by the suffragists — “Suffs,” as 
they call themselves — and their relentless pursuit 
of the right to vote. Reaching across and against 
generational, racial, and class divides, these brilliant, 
flawed women entertain and inspire us with the story 
of their hard-won victory in an ongoing fight. 
 

The critically acclaimed bestselling novel Water 
For Elephants comes to vivid life on Broadway in a 
unique, spectacle-filled new musical.

After losing what matters most, a young man jumps 
a moving train unsure of where the road will take him 
and finds a new home with the remarkable crew of 
a traveling circus, and a life—and love—beyond his 
wildest dreams. Seen through the eyes of his older 
self, his adventure becomes a poignant reminder that 
if you choose the ride, life can begin again at any age.

There’s a place where the rhythm of the city is music, 
where every corner has a story, and every window 
is a kaleidoscope. Where a girl can step out of her 
apartment and find the world. That’s Hell’s Kitchen, 
a new musical from 15-time Grammy Award winner 
Alicia Keys that’s about to make Broadway feel 
brand new.
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Musicals / Concerts Pick of  the Month Suitable for Children

Willkommen. Bienvenue. Welcome to the Kit Kat Club. 
Home to an intimate and electrifying new production 
of Cabaret. Experience this groundbreaking musical 
like never before.

The denizens of the Kit Kat Club have created a 
decadent sanctuary inside Broadway’s August 
Wilson Theatre, where artists and performers, 
misfits and outsiders rule the night. Step inside their 
world. This is Berlin. Relax. Loosen up. Be yourself.

Previews: Apr 1, 2024 • Opening: Apr 20, 2024

Myth and spectacle combine in The Who’s exhilarating 
1969 rock opera, Tommy—including the unforgettable 
anthems “I’m Free,” “See Me, Feel Me,” “Sensation” and 
“Pinball Wizard.” After witnessing his father shoot his 
rival, the young Tommy Walker is lost in the universe, 
endlessly and obsessively staring into the mirror. An 
innate knack for pinball catapults him from reticent 
adolescent to celebrity savior. 

Opening: Mar 28, 2024

Based on L. Frank Baum’s children’s book, “The 
Wonderful Wizard of Oz”, The Wiz takes one of 
the world’s most enduring (and enduringly white) 
American fantasies, and transforms it into an all-
Black musical extravaganza for the ages.
 
Opening: Apr 17, 2024
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Play / Drama / Comedy Pick of  the Month Suitable for Children

Based on an original new story by J.K. Rowling, Jack 
Thorne and John Tiffany, Harry Potter and the Cursed 
Child is a new play by Jack Thorne. It is the eighth 
story in the Harry Potter series and the first official 
Harry Potter story to be presented on stage. It was 
always difficult being Harry Potter and it isn’t much 
easier now that he is an overworked employee of 
the Ministry of Magic, a husband and father of three 
school-age children. While Harry grapples with a past 
that refuses to stay where it belongs, his youngest son 
Albus must struggle with the weight of a family legacy 
he never wanted. As past and present fuse ominously, 
both father and son learn the uncomfortable truth: 
sometimes, darkness comes from unexpected places.

Purlie Victorious is set in an era when Jim Crow laws 
still were in effect in the American South and focuses 
on the traveling preacher Purlie Victorious Judson, 
who returns to his small Georgia town hoping to save 
the community’s church and emancipate the cotton 
pickers who work on an oppressive plantation. 

It’s summer, the cicadas are singing, and the 
Lafayette family has returned to their late patriarch’s 
Arkansas home to deal with the remains of his 
estate. Toni, the eldest daughter, hopes they’ll 
spend the weekend remembering and reconnecting 
over their beloved father. Bo, her brother, wants to 
recoup some of the funds he spent caring for Dad at 
the end of his life. But things take a turn when their 
estranged brother, Franz, appears late one night, and 
mysterious objects are discovered among the 
clutter. Suddenly, long-hidden secrets and buried 
resentments can’t be contained, and the family is 
forced to face the ghosts of their past.

Sister Aloysius, the prickly principal of an all-boys 
Catholic school in a working-class part of the Bronx, is 
feared by students and colleagues alike. But when she 
suspects nefarious relations between the charismatic 
priest Father Flynn and a student, she’s forced to 
wrestle with what’s fact, what’s fiction, and how much 
she’ll risk to expose the difference—all the while 
wrestling with her own bone-deep doubts.

Previews: Feb 2, 2024 • Opening: Feb 29, 2024 • Closing: 
Apr 14, 2024

It’s 1962, just outside of D.C., and matriarch Phyllis 
is supervising her teenage children, Carl and Martha, 
as they move into a new apartment. Phyllis has 
strong ideas about what her children need to do and 
be to succeed, and woe be the child who finds their 
own path. Bolstered by gin and cigarettes, the family 
endures — or survives — the changing world around 
them. Blending flares of imaginative theatricality, 
surreal farce, and deep tenderness, this beautiful 
rollercoaster ride reveals timeless truths of love, 
family, and forgiveness.

Previews: Apr 2, 2024 • Opening: Apr 25, 2024

Captivating, affecting and compassionate, Mary Jane 
is the story of a single mother in an impossible family 
situation. Faced with seemingly insurmountable 
odds, Mary Jane relies on unflagging optimism and 
humor, along with the wisdom of the women around 
her who have become a makeshift family, to take on 
each new day. But will inner strength and newfound 
friendships be enough to see her through? The New 
York Times calls Mary Jane “the most profound of 
Herzog’s many fine plays.” And The New Yorker raves, 
“beautiful and remarkable... Herzog has made theatre 
that shines.”

Previews: Apr 2, 2024
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Play / Drama / Comedy Pick of  the Month Suitable for Children

Succession’s Jeremy Strong returns to Broadway in 
a riveting new revival of Henrik Ibsen’s thunderous 
masterwork, An Enemy of the People. A small-town 
doctor considers himself a proud, upstanding member 
of his close-knit community. When he discovers a 
catastrophe that risks the lives of everyone in town, 
he raises the alarm. But he is shaken to his core when 
those in power not only try to silence him—they try to 
destroy him. This strictly limited engagement is a new 
adaptation by Tony Award nominee Amy Herzog, the 
playwright behind last season’s critically acclaimed 
reimagining of Ibsen’s A Doll’s House.

Previews: February 27, 2024

Stereophonic mines the agony and the ecstasy of 
creation as it zooms in on a music studio in 1976. 
Here, an up-and-coming rock band recording a 
new album finds itself suddenly on the cusp of 
superstardom. The ensuing pressures could spark 
their breakup — or their breakthrough.
 
Previews: April 3, 2024

In the Tony Award®-nominated play The New York 
Times calls “an uplifting folk ballad about the pure 
in heart,” Cephus Miles has the whole world in his 
callused hands—until his sweetheart Pattie Mae goes 
off to college and marries another man. Originally 
staged by the Negro Ensemble Company in 1979, and 
featured in the first year of Roundabout’s Refocus 
Project, Samm-Art Williams’ Home is a muscular and 
melodic coming-of-age story that gives voice to the 
unbreakable spirit of all Americans who have been 
searching for a place to belong.

Previews: May 17, 2024 • Closing: Jul 28, 2024

Director Lila Neugebauer and playwright Heidi 
Schreck collaborate on the premiere of this Lincoln 
Center Theater production of Uncle Vanya, which 
pairs Chekhov’s enduring masterpiece with one of 
America’s most celebrated contemporary playwrights 
in a strikingly immediate new translation.
 
Sonya and her uncle Vanya have devoted their lives 
to managing the family farm in isolation, but when 
her celebrated, ailing father and his charismatic wife 
move in, their lives are upended. In the heat of the 
summer, the wrong people fall in love, desires and 
resentments erupt, and the family is forced to reckon 
with the ghosts of their unlived lives.
 
Previews: April 2, 2024

My Son’s a Queer (But What Can You Do?) is the joyous 
autobiographical story of social-media sensation 
Rob Madge as they set out to recreate that infamous 
parade – and this time, nobody, no, nobody is gonna 
rain on it.

Previews: Feb 27, 2024 • Opening: Mar 12, 2024 • 
Closing: Jun 16, 2024
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Off Broadway Pick of  the Month Suitable for Children

The world’s most ravenous plant has returned to its 
acclaimed, sold-out run at the Westside Theatre! 
Winner of the 2020 Drama League, Outer Critics Circle 
and Drama Desk Awards for best Musical Revival, Little 
Shop of Horrors is “wildly exuberant” (The Hollywood 
Reporter), and a New York Times Critic’s Pick. This 
smash-hit production stars two-time Tony nominee Rob 
McClure (Mrs. Doubtfire, Beetlejuice), Emmy® winner 
and Grammy® nominee Tammy Blanchard (Life with 
Judy Garland: Me and My Shadows), and two-time Tony 
winner Christian Borle (Something Rotten!), who won 
the Drama Desk, Outer Critics Circle and Lucille Lortel 
Awards for his performance in Little Shop. Together 
they bring succulent new life to a true musical landmark.

The time is right to see The Play That Goes Wrong, 
Broadway’s funniest and longest-running play!

Welcome to opening night of The Murder at 
Haversham Manor where things are quickly going 
from bad to utterly disastrous. With an unconscious 
leading lady, a corpse that can’t play dead, and actors 
who trip over everything (including their lines), come 
see why Ben Brantley of The New York Times calls 
The Play That Goes Wrong “A gut-busting hit!”

Booze and the Bard are a match made in theatre 
heaven. Even Shakespeare’s tragedies become 
comedies when alcohol plays a role. Shakespeare’s 
plays may be centuries old and their plots known the 
world over, but whether you know his shows inside 
out or are totally unfamiliar, you’ll never know what’ll 
happen on any given night at Drunk Shakespeare. And 
the best part? You can join in on the boozy fun, too. 
This makes Drunk Shakespeare a great, unique option 
for parties or nights out with friends. Where else can 
you say you had a drink inside a hidden NYC lounge 
during a play — with the actors?

Gazillion Bubble Show is the most unbubblievable 
show in the world! Bubble lovers of all ages are 
delighted with an incredibubble experience, awashed 
with a bubble tide, and perhaps even find themselves 
INSIDE a bubble. Mind-blowing bubble magic, 
spectacular laser lighting effects, and momentary 
soapy masterpieces will make you smile, laugh, and 
feel like a kid again. You have to experience it to 
bubblieve it!

Blue Man Group is best known for their wildly 
popular theatrical shows and concerts which 
combine music, comedy and multimedia theatrics 
to produce a totally unique form of entertainment. 
The blissful party atmosphere created at their live 
events has become the trademark of a Blue Man 
Group experience. Currently, their live stage shows 
can be seen in New York, Boston, Chicago, Las 
Vegas, London, Berlin and Toronto.

Corruption tells the story behind the story of the 
phone hacking scandal that engulfed Rupert 
Murdoch’s media empire in 2011, stunning the world 
and upending British politics. When Parliament 
member Tom Watson is maliciously smeared by 
the newspapers of Murdoch’s News International, 
he decides to fight back - taking on its larger-than-
life leader Rebekah Brooks. But what he uncovers 
is far more insidious than he ever imagined. As 
Watson and a small band of journalists, lawyers, 
and politicians struggle to expose the endemic 
criminality at the heart of this media monolith, they 
risk their careers and, at times, their very lives. 
 
Previews: February 15, 2024
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Off Broadway Pick of  the Month Suitable for Children

Fran is chronically single, has piles of bills, and 
finds Owen obnoxious. Owen has a bad back, runs 
a laundry, and thinks Fran is gloomy. And then he 
asks her out. After years of putting the rest of her 
family first, Fran is ready to make the leap toward 
her own romantic dreams. Little does she know 
that even bigger challenges are headed her way. 
 
Previews: February 6, 2024

From the Creators of Bayside! the Musical!, 90210! 
The Musical!, Katdashians! The Musical!, and Full 
House! The Musical! Join Ross, Rachel, Monica, 
Chandler, Joey and Pheobe - they will be there for 
you, singing their hearts out, navigating the pitfalls of 
work, life and love in 1990s Manhattan.
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Frequently Asked Questions

1. Broadway, Off-Broadway, Off-Off-Broadway… what’s the difference?

Generally, theatres located between 41st and 54th street and between 6th and 8th Avenues and that have more than 499 
seats will be in the Broadway category. If a theatre has less than 499 seats but more than 99 seats, and/or is outside the 
geographical Broadway area, it will be in the off-Broadway category. A theatre that has less than 100 seats will generally be 
in the Off-Off Broadway category.

2. What type of seats can I purchase?

Broadway theatres are usually divided into 3 sections: Orchestra, Mezzanine, and Balcony. Each section offers different seat 
categories (seat categories may vary).
• Orchestra: Premium (usually the first 15 rows of the Orchestra section), Orchestra, Rear Orchestra
• Mezzanine: Front Mezzanine, Rear Mezzanine
• Balcony: Balcony

3. What is the usual run time for a Broadway show?

Broadway musicals usually run anywhere between 2 hours 30 minutes and 2 hours 45 minutes (including a 15-minute 
intermission). Broadway plays usually run anywhere between 90 minutes and 3 hours. Some plays do not include an 
intermission.

4. Can you arrange for a car to pick me up before and/or after a Broadway performance?

Yes, we can. We have vehicles of all sizes that can take you to and from your Broadway show.

5. What is “Dark Monday”?

Traditionally, Broadway theatres are closed on Mondays. Some shows (3 or 4) still have Monday evening performances.
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Frequently Asked Questions

6. Where are Broadway theatres located?

The vast majority of them are located in what is called the “Theatre District”. The theatre district spans approximately from 
6th to 8th Avenues between 40th and 57th Streets. The Vivian Beaumont Theatre is a Broadway Theater but is located 
outside the district on 65th Street in the Lincoln Center Complex. 
Map of the Theatre District

7. Are there tours of the Theatre District?

Certainly, we have tours that focus exclusively on the Theatre District and of course Broadway. You will learn about the 
legends that helped move the Broadway Theatre District from its 1800’s beginnings in the Herald Square north to Times 
Square and so much more. Contact us for more details.

8. Can I visit a Broadway theatre?

Absolutely! The stunning New Amsterdam Theatre, where Aladdin is currently playing, is the only theatre that opens its doors for 
group tours but also private tours. We can also arrange private backstage tours at other theatres. Contact us for more details.

9. What about a post-show Backstage experience? Can that be arranged?

This is an awesome experience. After seeing the performance of your choice, be escorted backstage and see the real deal behind 
the scenes of a Broadway production. Your escort will even make the rounds with you to meet some of the cast members and 
take some photos. Contact us for more details. 

10. I have always dreamt of feeling like a Broadway star! Can you make that happen?

We sure can! First, rehearse the vocal with a Broadways musical director in a rehearsal studio. Get coaching and learn tricks of 
the trade. Then, get on your feet to learn the choreography with a Broadway pro. Finally, step into the spotlight and blow away 
friends and family! Contact us for more details. 

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcla/downloads/pdf/TSD_boundary%5B2%5D.pdf
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Frequently Asked Questions

11. Can you arrange a private dinner for us to meet a Broadway star?

Yes, we can! This is actually one of our most intimate and memorable Broadway experiences. You can enjoy a private pre-show 

dinner with a cast member at a gourmet restaurant in the Theatre District. Chat, laugh, and enjoy a delicious three-course pre 

fixe menu as you hear behind-the-scenes stories from the people who have “made it” on the Great White Way. This experience 

is perfect for couples, families, and small groups. Combine this private pre-show dinner experience with tickets to the show 

through us and you will be on your way to a truly unforgettable Broadway experience!
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